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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to present the basic findings of " 
the author's research at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. (JPL) on possible 

telescopes for the Mariner '69 television experiment's high-resolution 
camera. Due to the amount of detail and the number of telescopes dis
cussed, it is suggested that the reader refer liberally to the table of 

contents.
The author's involvement in the Mariner '69 television experi

ment began when Dr. Robert B. Leighton, principal investigator of the 
Mariner '69 Television Experiment Team, asked Dr. A. B. Meinel, Director 

of the University of Arizona's Optical Sciences.Center (OSC), for the 
OSC's assistance in designing the high-resolution telescope. Meinel sent 

the author to JPL to do the design work. While at JPL, the author examin

ed to various depths several telescope systems that seemed appropriate . 

for the Mariner '69 Television Experiment's high-resolution telescope.
Lens design work at JPL was done using two versions of the Los 

Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) lens design program. One version 

was that ordinarily used then by JPL, and the other was the version of 
LASL employed by OSC.

For the more detailed analyses of systems the author designed, 

the following programs were employed: ORDEALS (Tropel, Inc., Fairport,

New York) used on the IBM-7072; GOALS (Scientific Calculations, Inc., 
Rochester, New York.) used on the CDC 6400; and PAGOS (Aerospace Corp.,

El Segundo, California).

iii
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the author's basic findings on various sys-.. 
tems he studied and/or designed at the jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 
for the Mariner '69 television experiment's high-resolution telescope. 
This f/2.5, 20.0 in. (508 mm) effective focal length system had a 2° 
full field. The usefulness of applying Burch's plate diagram to such 

rep'soarch is described.
Design work was done using the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

lens design program, which meant using .a root mean square radius crite
rion for designing, even though JPL required 40% modulation transfer 
factor at 80 tp/mm taking into account diffraction effects.

Particular emphasis is placed on presenting performance on paper 

and actual performance of the "long" one conic "Equi-Radii Baker" tele

scope,, which was chosen to fly by Mars in the two Mariner '69 space

craft. This system had the best resolution and smallest weight of any 
system optimized by the author, but was also the longest system. It 
consisted of only an aspheric plate for the window and two equal radii 

mirrors. The primary was an oblate spheroid and the secondary a sphere. 
The aspheric plate had to have the proper sphericity to introduce enough: 
axial color to balance the. large amount of spherochromatism occurring . 

over the required spectral bandwidth.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM

General Background Regarding Mariners '69 and '71 
Two spacecraft left for Mars under Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

(JPL) monitoring on February 24 and March 21, 1969 carrying the instru

ments for the Mariner '69 mission. These spacecraft. Mariner VI and 
VII, which contained identical instrumentation, swung around that planet 

July 31 and August 5, 1969, respectively. Pictures of a Mariner '69 

spacecraft are shown in Figures 1 and 2. These spacecraft contained 

instrumentation for planet sensing (to determine when the spacecraft 

was close enough for certain instruments or equipment to begin par
ticular functions), ultraviolet spectrometry, infrared spectrometry, 
and infrared radiometry, as well as two television cameras--a wide angle 
camera (v20° full field) and a high-resolution camera [y2 full field)-- 

to photograph a portion of the surface of Mars. The camera data tele
metered to earth were processed by computer. The optics for. the former 

camera was a Zeiss Planar and had about a two in. (exactly 50 mm) effec

tive focal length (efl). The high-resolution camera's optics (hereafter 

generally designated as the Mariner '69 telescope, or in the case of the 

camera that actually travelled to Mars, designated as the "long" one 

conic "Equi-Radii Baker" system) had to be designed specifically for the. 

Mariner '69 project. Both cameras were to have the same image plane 
format size (0.38 x 0.48 in. or 9.6 x 12.2 mm).



Fig. 1. Mariner 169 Spacecraft
with Instruments and Solar Panels Folded In

The Instruments were mounted on a scan platform that was at
tached to the base of the spacecraft. The platform could be rotated 
about two axes to point the instruments toward Mars from any point, on 
the flight. The front and rear of the camera are shown by arrows.



Fig. 1. Mariner ’69 Spacecraft 
with Instruments and Solar Panels Folded In



Fig. 2. Mariner T69 Spacecraft with
Instruments and Solar Panels Folded Out as in Actual Use

: A directional dish antenna and an omni-directional mast antenna
are seen on top of the octagonal structure. The four solar panels con
verted sunlight to electrical power. .



Fig. 2. Mariner '69 Spacecraft with 
Instruments and Solar Panels Folded Out as in Actual Use



Fig. 3. The Mariner ’69 High-Resolution 
Narrow Angle, Television Camera in Its Housing



The wide angle camera was designated Camera A, and the high- 
reselution camera was. designated Camera B. The latter camera is 
pictured in Figure 3. At its closest approach to Mars.(about 4000 

km), it gave a resolution of about 300 m, compared with 160 km for 

the, best telescope photographs taken from earth and 3 km for the 
Mariner IV pictures telemetered back to earth in 19.65. Cameras A 
and B took pictures alternately, each camera taking a picture every 
84.48 sec. The Mariner VII craft flew over the South polar cap; 

Mariner VI had flown over the equatorial region of the planet a few 
days earlier. The same kind of vidicon1 was used for both cameras.

The vidicon operated at a resolving power of about 40 Jlp/mm and was 
capable of extended image storage of up to 200 sec. The system could 
gather about 1.5 x 108 bits of information and had a format of 945 

elements per line and 704 lines per frame. The vidicon took 42 sec 

to scan one frame. In order to delineate color differences on the 
planet. Camera A had a combination filter-shutter assembly that alter

nated red, blue, and green filters. Camera B required only a double- 
bladed shutter and had a permanent yellow filter to avoid recording 

a possible blue and violet haze, which was thought to have marred the 

Mariner IV pictures considerably.
The Mariner ’71 mission vehicle will again carry the telescope 

designed by the author.

1. The vidicon was built by General Electrodynamics Corpor
ation of Garland, Texas.



The author travelled to JPL to study various'design configu

rations and to optimize the most promising designs. A prototype of 

one of these designs was fabricated and studied. Three more were 
built, two of which flew to Mars.

Design Program Used 
The Camera B telescope design work (all done by the author

at JPL) was done using the Los Alamos Scientific.Laboratory (LASL)

lens design program. LASL is a "ray-deviation" design program, 

acquiring good resolution by minimizing the RMS radius of the spot : 
size. It does not use aberration theory. Two versions of LASL were 
used. The first due to the late Charles A. Lehman, Sr., allowed one 
to design with 4th, 6th, 8th, and 10th order aspheric deformation 

coefficients on any desired surface. The second, developed by Infor

matics, Inc. for JPL, while not having an efficient aspheric program 

at that time, did have the additional capabilities of allowing one to
apply different weights to the design wavelengths and to restrict a

system's maximum overall length and the individual surface-to-surface 

thicknesses. In other respects, the versions were essentially the 

same. The Lehman version was available to the author from the Optical 
Sciences Center; the Informatics, Inc. program was commonly used by 
JPL.

The Requirements for the Mariner '69 Telescope

x The basic requirements for the Mariner 169 telescope are
summarized in Table I.



Table I. Basic Requirements for Mariner 169 Telescope

7

P/No.
T/No.
Full Field Size (original request)
Full Field Size (in actual use)
Spectral Region

Effective Focal Length (efl)
Overall Length
Rear Clearance^
Largest Diameter of Any Element

Thickness of Window
Weight
RMS Radius of Spot Goal0 

cResolution Goal

2.5 
<4.0

1°51 x l°24' 
.710-.485 ym

20.0 in.
20 in.a
1.5 in.

10.0 in.
■§- in.
<20 lb

<2.5 x 10™4 in.

~2° diagonally 
1°461 diagonally

508 mm.
'V/500 mma 

38 mm 
254 mm 
/vg mm 

<9.. 1 kg 
<6.4 yrn̂

>40% response at 80 Lp/mm

a. This restriction was later compromised to allow the fab
rication of a telescope (which had the lightest weight, the best reso
lution, and the fewest number of.elements of any telescope the author 
studied at JPL) with a 24.6 in. (625 mm).overall length.

b . This was measured to the vidicon face plate (or to the 
field flattener if a field flattener Was present) from the back side 
of the element nearest it.

c. This resolution goal was for the entire field and was to 
be the average over the spectral region.

d. The author did his design work aiming at an earlier resolu
tion goal of nearly . 60% response at 120 JLp/mm or an RMS radius of 
the spot of less than 1.7 x 10 4 in. (4.2 ym).



8
Size, Speed, Field, and Mechanical Constraints, for the Telescope

The problem was to design a high-resolution telescope for a 
wavelength range of about .710-.485 pm, covering a 2° full field, 

having a 20.0 in. (508 mm) efl, and having an 8.00 in. (203 mm) 

aperture. The telescope was to focus on the back side of a fused 

quartz vidicon face plate and to weigh less than 20 lb (9.1 kg). The 
T/No. had to be faster than T/4.0, and no element could exceed a 
diameter of 10 in. (254 mm).

Fused quartz was required for mirrors, for large aperture 
menisci, for large aspheric plate corrector elements, and for the 

window of the telescope due to the necessity of using low coefficient- 

of-thermal-expansion material. Borosilicate crowns could have been 

used for large plates and Maksutov elements, if only the change of 
the element itself with temperature had been a factor. Borosilicate 

crown glass has a much larger coefficient-of-thermal-expansion than 
fused quartz. Because of a more slowly increasing index of refraction 

with temperature, the crown glass tends to be no worse despite a more 

rapid expansion with temperature. Fused quartz was preferred for 
structural design reasons: it was desirable to have all components of

the same material, and fused quartz, by virtue of its low coefficient- 
of-thermal-expansion, was the only choice for both mirror material and 
refracting elements.

The window could be used as a corrector element as long as 

steep surfaces were not required. The window had to be about •§- in.
(~9 mm) thick to withstand a possible 100 g shock at blast-off.



It was greatly desired, but eventually not required, that the 
system be no longer than 20 in, (rv500 mm). To provide adequate room 
for a shutter, the filter, and focusing devices, it was essential to 
have at least 1.5 in. (38 mm) between the vidicon face plate and the 
back edge of the nearest optical element. This was usually the back 

of the primary mirror. The 1.5 in. clearance had to precede any field 

flattener, since the filter would be placed in front of the field 

flattener. The filter preceded the field flattener so that the field 
flattener could be quite close to the image plane, which was the back 
side of the vidicon face plate.

Spectral Region of Interest
A Schott GG14 filter was to be used to prevent light with wave

lengths below .485 pm from reaching the. image plane. The transmission . 
curve for the filter up to 1.00 pm is seen in Figure 4. The infrared 

cutoff at around 0.71 pm was caused by the gold thin film coating on 

the inside of the window. The gold coating also kept the optics near 
0°C by preventing heat (IR radiation) from the vidicon leaving the sys

tem through the window. The GG14 filter was a strong minus blue filter 

used to ensure that the Mariner '69 pictures had no reduction in con

trast due to blue and violet haze.in the atmosphere--the assumed cause 

of the reduced contrast imagery obtained from Mariner IV. The exact 

dispersion for the filter was unknown; however, it was known to be 

small. Because the filter's low dispersion and flat, surfaces would 
cause it to contribute little chromatic aberration, it was safe to as

sume the dispersion equal to zero for design purposes. Due to the spectral
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11
range, .710-.485 pm, and the wavelengths at which index data were 
available, the following wavelengths were used throughout the design 
study: .7065, .5893, .5461, and .4861 ym. These wavelengths were

used in all subsequent computer analyses as well.

Performance Required

The original resolution goal was nearly 60% response for 120 
Jlp/mm throughout the field over the .710-.485 ym spectral region. A 60% re- 
. spouse at 120 £p/mm is somewhat more than the theoretical .diffraction lim^ 
ited performance of systems with the obscuration ratios that were encountered 
in Mariner '69 design work. Such a response would be roughly equivalent to a 
1.7 x 10  ̂in. (42 ym). root mean square (RMS) radius for the spot size. Because 

this was far better resolution than was needed for the Mariner '69 television 
equipment, the acceptable standard at about the time the author began design, 

work was specified at 40% response at 80 tp/mm, or roughly, a RMS radius of

2.5 x 10 ^ in. (6.4 ym). The author, however, did his design work aiming more to- . 
ward the former rather than latter resolution requirement to assure quality.

. - There was no distortion requirement.

Performance Criterion Used by the Author 

The RMS radius of the spot in the design image plane is the 

merit function optimized in the LASL lens design program. Although a 

RMS radius does not give the designer a completely reliable im
pression as to how the MTF curve will look, the RMS radius can be used 

to obtain a conservative estimate of the MTF curve at the parts of the 

curve where the response is high. The RMS radius of the spot was used 
as the criterion for comparison of the various telescopes the author
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was optimizing and to determine when adequate resolution had been 
reached..

All the analysis work presented in this paper was done at the 
image plane which the LASL program determined was best on the basis of 
that program's optimization technique.

The Approach to the Problem 

Much of the prominent work of the past on corrector lenses for 

large telescopes was inapplicable to this problem, whether one was 
adapting one-mirror corrector systems or two-mirror' corrector systems 

to this two-mirror telescope problem. Rosin (1966), Schulte (1963), 

and Wynne (1965) have dealt with telescope corrector lenses, usually 

for about f/8 Gassegrain systems or for complicated prime focus 
correctors at about f/3 where three aspheric plates— Meinel Prime 

Focus Correctors (Meinel, 1953)--or where several refracting ele

ments of different kinds of glass were.involved--Ross Correctors 
(Ross, 1935). Going from f/8 to f/2.5 results in the spot size in

creasing roughly 50 or more times. Therefore, what will work for f/8 

systems has little application to f/2.5 systems. Moreover, the com

plicated systems are far harder to fabricate than the ones the author 

worked on at JPL. •

It is important to note that more than 3rd order theory was 

needed for designing this type of telescope. Third order theory did 

not cover this problem sufficiently to be applied as anything other 

than a useful guide as to what systems to try. While designing.



several of the higher order aberration--in many cases including 7th 
and 9th order spherical aberrations--became involved.. It was ad

vantageous, therefore, to design with real rays, particularly for 
controlling spherical aberration. Futhermore, designing with LASL 

made possible the simultaneous balancing of spherochromatism, paraxial 
axial color, several orders of spherical aberration, Petzval, and 3rd 

and. 5th order comatic and astigmatic aberrations. Various regions of 
the field can, of course, be weighted as desired. Moreover, LASL has 

provisions for weighting the lateral color at each field angle, the 

efl, the distortion at each field angle, and the exit pupil location.
The latter two provisions were never required, and the efl weighting 
was not always needed. The lateral color weights are applied to getting 

the centroids for each of the four colors closely spaced together.

Several types of telescopes, the useful ones having been sug
gested by Melnel or proposed by.Baker (de Vaucouleurs and Baker, 1961), 

were considered by the author. The result was a quick disqualification 

of some without recourse to the computer, since they obviously could not 

meet all the requirements for Mariner '69; others were eliminated when 

they showed no promise after the author had run them on the computer 

for design or analysis. The remainder were brought to, or nearly to, 
optimization by the author while working at JPL in September and Oct
ober, 1966. These better systems all nearly reached the desired resolu

tion, and two systems, the "Concentric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field 

Flattener" and the "Equi-Radii Baker," exceeded the requirements.



CHAPTER 2

DESIGN POSSIBILITIES

The design possibilities for the Mariner '69 telescope are shown 
in Figures 5-9; at the bottom of Figure 6, is the.actual Mariner '69 tele

scope. The marginal ray is shown as well as the optics for these sys
tems. At the top of each figure is a rectangle 8 in. (203 mm) by 20 in. 
(508 mm) representing, respectively, the entrance pupil's aperture size 
(not the maximum aperture for the element of largest aperture) and the 
overall length requirements for the telescope. The filter and vidicon 
face plate are shown inside the rectangle as well as in the illustration 
of each system. The limiting location for the backside of the element 

that precedes the filter (if there is no field flattener) is shown by a 

vertical broken line in each rectangle.

In the cases for which optimum or near optimum had been reached 
by the author, the prescriptions appear beside the respective tele

scopes. Aspherical surfaces are designated in the prescriptions by one 

of two footnote symbols .(* or t); the values of e, a, b, and c for those 

surfaces are indicated in the footnotes to the prescription. The equa

tion used for the aspherical surfaces is

Z =■'-----   - S2 ■ ; + aS^ + bS6 + cS8 ,
r + / r ^ - (1 - e2)S^

1where Z is the sag at a distance S from the optic axis, —  is the sur
faces *s sphericity (curvature), and e is the surface's eccentricity. .

14
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Telescopes Immediately Eliminated-

All Refracting-Element Telescope
A telescope consisting entirely of refracting elements would 

have had the advantage of providing a better T/No., but would have 

introduced additional problems not found in Cassegrain type teles

copes. A telephoto.system might have provided the desired resolution, 
but such a telescope was. not tried. Such a refracting system probably 
could have been designed to have small enough weight. However, be^ 
sides some danger of exceeding the 20 lb (9.1 kg) weight limitation,

severe problems of thermal expansion and contraction and of secondary 

chromatic aberration would have occurred in an all refracting system.
A combination of optical glasses, having significantly different and 
fairly lapge coefficients-of-thermal-expansion, would have been re

quired to try to apochromatize the system and to handle certain of 
the monochromatic aberrations. Secondary chromatic aberration would 
have been prohibitive, unless expensive, hard-to-work, special glasses 
(short flints and fluor or phosphate crown glasses) could have made 

apochromatizing the system possible.

Standard Ritchey-Chretidn
A standard Ritdhey-Chretidn telescope was rejected, since such 

a system would not have provided the required resolution Unless the • 
speed was over three times slower than, and the field smaller than, that; 

of the Mariner '69 telescope. The need for such a slow speed and 
small field to get the required resolution can be seen by considering
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aberration theory. In a standard Ritchey-Chretidn, there is no 3rd 
order spherical aberration or coma, but 3rd order astigmatism is pre
sent ; This aberration increases as the square of the field angle and 
inversely proportional to the f/No. In addition, when a j-° diameter 
field is reached in.a Ritchey-Chretidn faster than about f/10, high- 
order comatic and astigmatic terms rapidly increase the size of the full 
field image spot size if the field angle or f/No. is respectively 
increased or decreased. Thus, when a -̂0 semi-field is reached in a 
telescope faster than f/10, it is safe to say that as the field angle.
(0) or the f/No. (N) is respectively increased or decreased, the spot . 

size, at full field will increase proportionally to respectively 

> 1
0-2..O or --- —  . That is, starting with a system faster than f/10 at a

N-1*5 • . . .

82.0
semi-field, the spot size at full field increases at least as ---- ,

N1 •5
when the field.is increased and/or the f/No. is decreased. Let us

now scale the spot size from the 1350 in. (34,300 mm) efl Kitt Peak
150 in. (3810 mm) Ritchey-Chretidn system to the 20 in. (510 mm) efl
Mariner '69 telescope. If one does this scaling from the Kitt Peak
Ritchey-Chretidn, which Wynne described (Wynne, 1965), the resulting
20 in. (510 mm), efl, f/9, -̂° semi-field telescope is seen to have at

full field a spot size (M).00006 in. or a.1.5 ym RMS radius) about three

times better than was needed for the Mariner '69 telescope. According 
02.0.

to our  formula, increasing the field to 1° increases the spot
N1«5

size at full field by 16 or more times. Thus, with the same field as
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and at a speed 3.5 times slower than were required for the Mariner '69 
telescope, a standard Ritchey-Chretidn could not have provided ade

quate resolution for the Mariner '69 television project. Obviously,
02.0

from ----. , speeding up the system also would have greatly deteriorated
N1 •5

the performance.

Standard Ritchey-Chretidn with Field Flattener
A standard Ritchey-Chretidn equipped with a field flattener was 

eliminated, because such a system would not have provided the required 
resolution at the Mariner 169 field angle and f/No. A similar argument 

to that in the preceding section shows that, a Ritchey-Chretien with field 

flattener will have its spot size at full field increase at least as

01-5
— — • when 0 is increased and/or N is decreased, if we start from a 
N2

semi-field at an f/No. faster than 10, On the basis of scaling from 

John D. Lytle's optimized field flattener result (Lytle, 1969) for the 
Jr° full field, f/9, 810 in. (20,600 ran) efl Steward Observatory 90 in. 

(2300 mm) Ritchey-Chretidn telescope, a jjr° semi-field, f/9, 20 in.
(510 mm) efl Ritchey-Chretidn would have a resolution at full field

about 20 times greater than required for Mariner '69, The ratio

( 1 ) 1 “5 (i+) 1 • 5
--------  is vl00 times greater than — ----  ; therefore, scaling the
(2.5)2 •0 (9)2 •0
Stewart Observatory Ritchey-Chretidn telescope with its optimized field 

flattener to the Mariner '69 efl and opening to the aperture and field 

for Mariner '69 would result in a full field spot size at least five
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times too large for Mariner '69. Since Lytle's field flattener was 

not optimized for a 1° semi-field, f/2.5 Ritchey-Chretidn, it is not 
accurate to say that the spot size would be five times too large at 
full field; however, implications are rather clear that even a field - 
flattener optimized for a f/2.5, 1° semi-field Ritchy-Chretidn would 
result in a telescope haying a spot size much too large at full field.

"Quasi Ritchey-Chretign"

Meinel had suggested the author study a telescope called a"Quasi 
Ritchey-Chretign." It was to be a system having, in addition to the win

dow (in this case, one that would not effect the optical properties of 
the telescope) arid filter, tow conic mirrors and a field flattener with 

high-order aspheric terms. The field flattener would have been located 

a considerable distance form the image plane (See 4th telescope down in. 
Figure 5.) The desired resolution probably could have been achieved 

with just a parabolic primary. Then,there would have been only two 
difficult-to-fabricate aspherics in the system. The field flattener's 
4th order term was expected in the main to control astigmatism. Design 

work and studies on this telescope were not completed, but indications 
are that its performance would have been equal to about that of the 

"Concentric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field Flattener" described in the 

last section of this chapter.

Rosin Modified Ritchey-Chretign

A standard Ritchey-Chretign with two refracting elements near 
the image plane, designed to eliminate astigmatism without introducing 

substantial chromatic aberration, was described by Rosin (1966). It
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RECTANGLE REPRESENTING 
FOR THE TELESCOPE

PHYSICAL RESTRICTIONS

CONIC

CONIC

The dimensions of the rectangle at the 
left are (at the same scale as the telescopes 
shown below) the required aperture and the de
sired overall length. The filter and vidicon 
face plate are shown inside each rectangle in a 
manner similar to the way that they are shown 
in the illustrations of each telescope. The ver
tical broken line illustrates the limiting lo
cation for the backside of the element that 
precedes the filter.

ALL REFRACTING-ELEMENT TELESCOPE

STANDARD R1TCHEY-CHRETIEN

FIELD
FLATTENER

FILTER
CONIC

CONIC

ASPHERIC
CONIC

CONIC

CONIC

CONIC

STANDARD RITCHEY-CHRETIEN KITH FIELD FLATTENER

"QUASI RITCHEY-CHRETIEN"

ROSIN MODIFIED RITCHEY-CHRETIEN

SEMI-SOLID SCHMIDT-CASSEGRAIN

ASPHERIC

Fig. 5. Telescopes Immediately Eliminated



was found unfeasible by the author to adapt it to Mariner '69, since 

scaling Rosin's system to the proper efl and opening it to f/2.5 re
sulted in the rear clearance being too small and the refracting ele
ments having extremely steep surfaces. (See next, to lowest telescope —  

in Figure 5.)

Semi-Solid Schmidt-Gassegrain
A semi-solid Schmidt-Cassegrain system with an aspheric window 

(See lowest telescope in Figure 5.) had a good chance of providing the 
desired resolution. However, because its weight obviously would ex
ceed the limitation of 20 lb (9.1 kg), it had to be eliminated.

Various "ADH" Telescopes 

Baker had suggested several "ADH"2 telescopes (de Vaucouleurs 

and Baker, 1961) that might be applied to Mariner vehicles sent to 
Mars. These suggestions by Baker included the "Short ADH," "Medium 

ADH," "Long ADH," and "Special ADH." In each case, the two mirrors, 

since there were no field flatteners present, had very nearly equal 
curvatures in order to maintain a flat field. The "Special ADH" had 

precisely equal radii on its mirrors.

The "Special ADH"
The "Special ADH" had an aspheric plate, with aspheric de

formation coefficients through the 6th order (through 8th order during

2. The name "ADH" comes from a Schmidt-type telescope built 
about 1950 by Perkin-Elmer Corp. for joint operation by the Armagh,
Duns ink, and Harvard Observatories at the Boyden station of the Harvard 
Observatory in Bloemfontein, South Africa. The telescope's design was 
due to Baker (King, 1955). .
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RECTANGLE REPRESENTING PHYSICAL RESTRICTIONS 
FOR THE TELESCOPE

The dimensions of the rectangle at the 
left are (at the sane scale as the telescopes 
shown below) the required aperture and the de
sired overall length. The filter and vidicon 
face plate are shown inside each rectangle in a 
manner similar to the way that they are shown 
in the illustrations of each telescope. The ver
tical broken line illustrates the limiting lo
cation for the backside of the element that 
precedes the filter.

"SHORT ADH"

BAKER)

‘-CONIC
(B A K ER )

-C O N IC
(BAKER)

■ASPHERIC

CONIC
ASPHERIC

"SHORT1 "EQUI-RADII BAKER" (form of "SPECIAL ADH")

r(in.) t(in.) medium r(mm) t(mm)
531.92125* 0.375000 QUARTZ 13510.800* 9.52500

16.532000 AIR 419.91280
-21.67200+ -5.870900 AIR -550.46880+ -149.1209
-21.67200 8.440900 AIR -550.46880 214.3989

0.118110 FILTER 3.00000
0.239167 AIR 6.07484
0.094000 QUARTZ 2.38760

IMAGE PLANE IMAGE PLANE

•ASPHERIC: in. _S Bm -9
-3.9710720
-9.5SS9847
*2.2826057

lO'n -9.0387185 x 10'2i 
10" *3/3465312 x 10

tASPHERIC (conic only): e « .507443181 (imaginary)

CONIC
-ASPHERIC

"LONG" "EQUI-RADII BAKER" (form of "SPECIAL ADH")

r(in.) t(in.) 1 i r(mm) t(mm)
677.98640* 0.375000 QUARTZ 17220.855* 9.52500

21.118980 AIR 536.42209
-21.67200+ -5.870900 AIR -550.46880+ -149.1209
-21.67200 8.440900 AIR -550.46880 214.3989

0.118110 FILTER 3.00000
• 0.310664 AIR 7.89087
• 0.094000 QUARTZ 2.38780
IMAGE PLANE IMAGE PLANE

•ASPHERIC: in. .5 mm . .9
-3.0689612 x 10 e -1.8727950 x 10 i„
-8.4305509 x lo";; "   *
♦2.1358904 x 10*

-7.9742045 x 10 21 
♦3.1314317 x 10*

tASPHERIC (conic only): e - .307208081 (imaginary)

Fig. 6. The "Short ADH"; the "Short" "Equi-Radii 
Baker," Form of the "Special ADH"; and the Actual MARINER 

*69 TELESCOPE or "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker," Form of the "Special ADH"
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the author's design work), as the only element in addition to the two 
mirrors. The plate was at the center of curvature of the primary.
Meinel had recommended to the author that various- forms of the "Special 
ADH," entitled the "Equi-Radii Baker," be studied by the'author when 

working at JPL on the Mariner. '69 telescope. Such a study was made, 
and it and the optimization on the LASL program resulted in the tele
scope for the high-resolutipn cameras that, have recently flown to 
Mars. The results of the study on various forms of the "Equi-Radii 
Baker" system (the "Special ADH" system) are covered thoroughly in 

Chapter 3. See also the lower two telescopes in Figure 6.

The "Short ADH"

In the "Short ADH," the secondary is mounted on the back side 

of the brie refracting element, a strong meniscus with aspheric defor

mation coefficients through the 6th order on the front side. (See 

upper telescope in Figure 6.) The "Short ADH" was rejected. The cor
rector element was so close to the primary that the control of aberra

tions was impossible without introducing the Baker-recommended aspher- 

ics-on-three-curved-surfaces (the front side of the meniscus element, 
the primary, and the secondary). Three such difficult-to-fabricate 
surfaces were ill-suited for the tight schedule for Mariner '69. The • 
building of a telescope prototype, its testing, and then building three 

more telescopes had to be done in less than two years. In addition, a 

strongly curved meniscus was not satisfactory as the window of the 

Mariner telescope. With a flat slab of glass at the front of the tele

scope as a window, it would have been logical that the aspheric be
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moved to this window in order to obtain better aberration control.
Such a system would have been equivalent to the "Medium ADH."

The "Medium ADH" and the "Long ADH"
The "Medium ADH" (See upper telescope in Figure 7.) and the 

"Long ADH" (See lower telescope in Figure 7.) systems were comprised 
of an aspheric plate, which had up through 6th order aspheric deforma
tion coefficients (up through 8th order in the author's design work 

at JPL), followed by a meniscus element and then the primary. The 

secondary was mounted on the back side of the meniscus "element.

The "Long ADH" was not considered since it was much too long 
(28.2 in.. or 716 mm) for the 20 in. (v500 mm) restriction on overall 

length.

Systems Nearly Optimized on LASL But Not. Used

"Medium ADH"
While the author was at JPL, the usual routine was to allow 

as many as two aspherics in the Cassegrain systems studied. Such a 
practice was not followed in the design work on the "Medium ADH."

The "Medium ADH" (See upper telescope in Figure 7.) was optimized on 
LASL with the primary and secondary both being only spheres. With 

both a meniscus corrector element and an aspheric plate corrector ele

ment present in this system, meeting the deadline for fabrication 

meant that it would be logical to try to avoid aspherizing a mirror if 

possible. During optimization, the overall length was kept near 20 in. 
(rv500 mm) in order to fulfill the overall length that JPL desired for
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Tl
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RECTANGLE REPRESENTING PHYSICAL RESTRICTIONS 
FOR THE TELESCOPE

The dimensions of the rectangle at the 
left are (at the same scale as the telescopes 
shown below) the required aperture and the de
sired overall length. The filter and vidicon 
face plate are shown inside each rectangle in a 
manner similar to the way that they are shown 
in the illustrations of each telescope. The ver
tical broken line illustrates the limiting lo
cation for the backside of the element that 
precedes the filter.

ASPHERIC

r(in.) t(in.) medium r(mm) t(mm)
-262.64811* 0.375000 QUARTZ -6671.2620* 9.52500

9.237638 AIR - 234.6360
-7.181833 0.375000 QUARTZ -182.4186 9.52500
-7.121301 5.169260 AIR -180.8810 131.2992

-18.706731 -5.178910 AIR -475.15097 -131.5443
-16.909277 7.878910 AIR -429.49564 200.1243

0.118110 FILTER • 3.00000
0.250000 AIR » 6.35000
0.094000 QUARTZ • 2.38760

IMAGE PLANE IMAGE PLANE

•ASPHERIC: in. mm
a -6.8881460 « 10*5 -4.2034046 * 10"*
b -7.2708064 x 10"7 -6.8772371 * 10*13
c -6.0406975 * 10"* -8.8562746 * 10*1*

ASPHERIC
(BAKER)

-CONIC
(BAKER)

CONIC
(BAKER)

Fig. 7. The "Medium ADH" and the "Long ADH"



the Mariner '69 telescope. The failure to allow even one of the 

mirrors to become a conic, and not allowing the plate to be at the 

center of curvature of the primary, placed this system at enough of a 
disadvantage to make the system not adequate for Mariner '69. However, 

the system's performance was almost good enough.to consider fabrication.

For the "Medium ADH" the average RMS radius spot sizes over 

the spectral region for Mariner '69. on axis, at ,20' off axis, at 40' 

off axis, and at 60' off axis were, respectively, 0.00014, 0.00015, 

0.00018, and 0.00024 in. (3.6, 3.8, 4.6, and 6.1 ym). Certainly, much
a

better performance could have been obtained by putting a conic on at 
least one of the mirrors3 but the resulting telescope would still have 
been heavier and more difficult to build, due to the presence of a 

meniscus element, than either the"Equi-Radii Baker" ("Special ADH") 

or the "Concentric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field F.lattener," both of 

which more than met resolution requirements.

The calculated T/No. of the "Medium ADH" as optimized by the 

author is 3.82 for the on axis image (Adams, 1966).

"Concentric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field Flattener"

A fine design was obtained for a "Concentric Schmidt-Casse

grain with Field Flattener," which Meinel had suggested as being a 

system worthy of investigation. It consisted of an aspheric plate 

with up through 8th order aspheric deformation coefficients for the 
window, an optimum conic on the primary, a spherical secondary, and 
a spherical field flattener. . The two mirrors almost had a common
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center of curvature. The field flattener was•required to be piano on. 
one side with the plane side fixed 0.250 in. (6.35 mm) in front of the 
filter. The "Concentric Schmidt-Cassegfain with Field-Flattener" is 

the upper telescope shown in Figure 8. When optimized, this telescope 
had a fine MTF in the middle of the desired spectral region except at 
full field. The RMS radius of the spot printed out by LASL for the 

middle two wavelengths used in optimization was about that of the ex
treme two. The average RMS spot size over the spectral region for Mar
iner '69 was about 0.00012, 0.00012, 0.00014, and 0.00019 in. (3.0, 3.0, 

3.6, and 4.8 pm) at O', 20', 40', and 60' off axis, respectively.

This system had a T/No. of 3.70 for the on-axis image (Adams, 1966).

Analysis of Axial Aberrations. From an evaluation on ORDEALS, 

it is found that the 3rd, 5th, and 7th order contributions to spherical 

aberration at .5893 pm are -0.002659, +0.004663j and -0.002671 in. (-67.54, 
118.44, and -67.84 pm), respectively, measured laterally. This results' 
in an image error of-0.000667 in. (-16.94 pm) for the marginal ray.

The resultant.image errors for the rays at the .9, .8, .65, and .5 
zones are, respectively -0.000485, -0.000392, -0.000319, and -0.000207 in.

(-12.31, -9.50, -8.10, and -5.25 pm). These numbers have absolute val
ues larger than the RMS radius of the image, which LASL lists as being • 

0.00 0054 in. (1.37 pm) . We conclude that balancing was introduced by 
LASL to compensate for the residual of spherical aberration left in the 

image plane by,the 3rd, 5th, and 7th order components of spherical ab

erration. The balancing is almost entirely due to the inward focal 

shift from the paraxial image plane that the program chose. The
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inward focal shift (0.002589 in. or 65.76 ym in an f/2.5 beam) is a 

logical amount for almost completely balancing the fairly large amount 
of undercorrected spherical aberration indicated by only the 3rd, 5th, 
and 7th order values. Thus 9th and 11th order spherical aberrations 
are small or at least well balanced with one another.

On axis the LASL-chosen plane is extremely close to the best 
image plane for each wavelength. The energy for .7065 ym is contained 
within a circle of diameter of 0.00061 in. (15.5 ym), a circle of diam
eter of only 0.00022 in. (5.60 ym) being required to contain all the 

energy for .5893 ym, one of only 0.00016 in. (4.1 ym) for .5461 ym, and 
one of 0.00045 in. (11.4 ym) for .4861 ym. Such a large difference in 
the sizes of the smallest circles that contain all the energy for the 

various Wavelengths, respectively, means a great deal of spherochroma- 

tism must be present in the telescope. This is.unavoidable in "Schmidt" 

type telescopes. But the LASL program has balanced paraxial axial 
color against the spherochrom'atism such that, relative to the .5893 
ym spectral line's "best image plane,"3 the best image plane lies 

approximately 0.000033 in. (0.84 ym) nearer the telescope for .7065 

ym, 0.000021 in. (0.53 ym) away for.5461 ym, and 0.000044 in. (1.12 ym), away 
for .the .4861 ym line. Thus, the best planes all lie within a 2.0 ym 

line along the optic axis. (The LASL design plane is shifted 0.000024 

in. or 0.61 ym outward from the "best" plane for .5.893 ym.) Thus, the

3. Here and in what follows, what is meant by "best image 
plane" is that plane at which the RMS spot size is a minimum.
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spherochromatism is balanced with the paraxial axial color to get 
optimum performance throughout the spectral region desired.

Aberrations Off-Axis. There is almost a circular image at 1° 

off-axis. Furthermore, all design wavelengths at all field angles indi
cate practically no difference in the RMS X and RMS Y values. The 
LASL program obtained these nearly circular images at all off-axis, 

field angles by properly balancing 3rd order astigmatism, 5th order 
astigmatism, 3rd order Petzval, and oblique spherical aberration. For 
all colors at all points of the field, the design image plane is almost 
at the optimum focus--never, varying by more than 0.000057 in. (1.45 pm) . 
Although the LASL program was not instructed to minimize distortion, 
the actual distortion at all points of the field is less than 0.01%. 
Lateral color (Measured by the separation of the centroids) at full 

-field is 0.000057 in. (1.45 pm) between .4861 pm, and .7065 pm, which is 

the worst case.
The Result of the LASL Program's Optimization. By minimizing at

each design wavelength the separation from each other of all the design rays, 
the LASL program balanced all the aberration types, except distortion and 
lateral color, together to get an excellent solution for the system. 

Focal shift and 3rd, 5th, and higher order spherical aberration were 

balanced together to get minimal axial spot size monochromatically; 

spherochromatism was offset by the amount of axial color needed to get 
the best image planes almost coincident for each wavelength. The non- 

• axial monochromatic aberrations were balanced well with each other to 

maintain adequately small, nearly circular image blurs off axis. The
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RECTANGLE REPRESENTING PHYSICAL RESTRICTIONS 
FOR THE TELESCOPE

The dimensions of the rectangle at the 
left are (at the same scale as the telescopes 
shown below) the required aperture and the de
sired overall length. The filter and vidicon 
face plate are shown inside each rectangle in a 
manner similar to the way that they are shown 
in the illustrations of each telescope. The ver
tical broken line illustrates the limiting lo
cation for the backside of the element that 
precedes the filter.

"CONCENTRIC SCHMIDT-CASSEGRAIN WITH FIELD FLATTENER"

FIELD
FLATTENER

FILTER

CONIC
ASPHERIC

r(in.) t(in.) medium r(mm) t(mm)
390.10498* 0.375000 QUARTZ 9908.6665* 9.52500

20.208618 AIR - 513.29890
-16.3328694 -4.765670 AIR -144.85487+ -121.0480
-11.488988 7.321870 AIR -291.82030 185.9755

0.118110 FILTER » 3.00000
0.060000 AIR ” 1.52400

-14.512460 0.150000 QUARTZ -368.61648 3.81000
0.250000 AIR - 6.35000
0.094000 QUARTZ » 2.38760

IMAGE PLANE IMAGE PLANE

•ASPHERIC:
-4.8420236
-2.3942329
♦1.6306767

10"s -2.9547841 
10"7 -2.2646329 
10"9 ♦2.3907373

10 9
10-13
10-19

+ASPHERIC (conic only): e = .32628164

"FLAT FIELD APOCHROMAT" BY BAKER

r(in.) t(in.) medium r (mm) t (mm)
ENT. PUPIL -9.06810 AIR ENT. PUPIL -230.337
68.3441 0.656253 QUARTZ 1735.94 16.6688
706.800 10.41799 AIR 17952.7 264.6169
-24.0000 -6.84563 AIR -609.600 -173.879
23.7303 -0.578375 QUARTZ 602.750 -14.6907
-18.0346 0.578375 QUARTZ -458.079 14.6907
23.7303 5.15708 AIR 602.750 130.990
5.11485 0.454000 QUARTZ 129.917 11.5316
-7.82231 1.50091 AIR -198.687 38.1231
2.57756 0.107079 F8 65.4700 2.71981
1.36990 0.200000 AIR 34.7955 5.08000
1.47529 0.544632 QUARTZ 37.4724 13.8337
2.85323 1.50000 AIR 72.4720 38.1000

0.118110 FILTER 3.00000
0.572700 AIR 14.5466

- 0.094000 QUARTZ - 2.38760
IMAGE PLANE IMAGE PLANE

Fig. 8. The "Concentric Schmidt- 
Cassegrain with Field Flattener" and the "Flat Field 

Apochromat" That Did Not Violate the Rear Clearance Restriction



value of the lateral color was sufficiently small to permit the cir
cular imagery to be a dominant effect.

"Flat Field Apochromat" by Baker

Another telescope proposed by Baker was a "Flat Field Apo
chromat" (de Vaucouleurs and Baker, 1961). More design time was spent 

with LASL on this system than any other worked on by the author. A 
telescope with the desired resolution, without the always-hard-to- 
fabricate aspheric surfaces, and with an overall length less than 

20 in. (vSOO mm) would have been of great interest to JPL. The "Flat 
Field Apochromat" would have had some fairly difficult fabrication 
problems, even though no surfaces were aspherics. In order to intro-, 
duce additional degrees of freedom to replace those lost by the lack 

of aspherics. Baker had, in addition to a mild power element for the 
window, a Mangin secondary and three refracting corrector elements be
tween the secondary and the filter. A positive element followed the 

Mangin mirror at some distance, and an uncemented doublet down the 
axis almost to the primary's vertex terminated the power elements.

The optics for this system can be seen by looking at the lower tele
scope in Figure 8. The window was conver-plano, but the front surface 

was not unreasonably steep.
When working within the mechanical constraints, the author 

was not able to come up with a system of this type with sufficient 

resolution for Mariner '69. The best "Flat Field Apochromat" obtained 
that was acceptable mechanically for Mariner '69 (seen at the bottom 

of Figure 8) had an average RMS spot size over the spectral region of
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RECTANGLE REPRESENTING PHYSICAL RESTRICTIONS 
FOR THE TELESCOPE

The dimensions of the rectangle at the 
left are (at the same scale as the telescopes 
shown below) the required aperture and the de
sired overall length. The filter and vidicon 
face plate are shown inside each rectangle in a 
manner similar to the way that they are shown 
in the illustrations of each telescope. The ver
tical broken line illustrates the limiting lo
cation for the backside of the element that 
precedes the filter.

FILTER

"FLAT FIELD APOCHROMAT" KITH TOO SMALL A REAR CLEARANCE

r(in.) t(in.)
ENT. PUPIL -9.06840 
69.3766 0.806376
835.379 10.01197
-24.0000 -6.82742
29.4511 -0.742714
-19.2961 0.742714
29.4511 4.80548
6.17045 0.454000
-7.27561 1.85252
1.67099 0.112368
1.10391 0.200000
1.65886 0.539037
3.09433 0.257000

0.118110 
0.572700 
0.094000

IMAGE PLANE

medium
AIR
QUARTZ
AIR
AIR
QUARTZ
QUARTZ
AIR
QUARTZ
AIR
F8
AIR
QUARTZ
AIR
FILTER
AIR
QUARTZ

r(mm) t(mm)
ENT. PUPIL -230.337 
1762.17 20.4820

21218.6 254.3040
-609.600 -173.416
748.058 -18.8649
-490.121 18.8649
748.058 122.059
156.729 11.5316

-184.800 47.0540
42.4431 2.85415
28.0393 5.08000
42.1350 13.6915
78.5960 6.52780

3.00000 
«> 14.5466

2.38760
IMAGE PLANE

Fig. 9. The "Flat Field Apochromat"
That Violated the Rear Clearance Restriction



interest of about 0.00024, 0.00023, 0.00023, and 0.00032 in. (6.1, 5.8. 
5.8, and 8.1 jam) at O', 20', 40', and 60' off axis, respectively.

The limitations on this telescope that made it difficult to 
obtain the required resolution for Mariner '69 were as follows: there '
were no aspherics; the primary was fixed at a fast f/No. of 1.5
(a radius of 24.00 in. or 609.6 mm) to keep the telescope short; and 

the rear two refracting elements could not be at the proper location 
relative to the image plane. The rear clearance requirement prevented 
them from coming close enough to the image plane to be at the optimum 

location.
It is the author's opinion that Baker's "Flat Field Apochromat" 

would have met resolution requirements, either if the primary could 

have had a longer radius such as 29 in. (740 mm), or if the rear clear

ance restriction (that required at least 1.5 in. or 38 mm between the 
rear surface of the last refracting element and the front surface of . 

the filter) could have been removed. Proof that removal of the latter 

constraint would give adequate resolution was provided when the author 
made an error in handling the boundary conditions in LASL on one de

sign run. In that one run, a.telescope was obtained which was accept

able except for its violation of the rear clearance requirement.. See 

the telescope in Figure 9. For that case the RMS spot size over the 

spectral region for Mariner '69 was about 0.00007, 0.00007, 0.00010 and .
0.00020 in. (1.8, 1.8, 2.5, and 5.1 ym) at O', 20', 40', and 60' off

axis, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Performance Comparison 
for the Systems Optimized or Nearly Optimized

LEGEND
"Long" "Equi-Radii Baker" with Conic on Primary________________
"Long" "Equi-Radii Baker" with Conic on Both Mirrors ------
"Short" "Equi-Radii Baker" with Conic on Primary ■■■—
"Concentric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field Flattener"
"Medium ADH" ------
"Flat Field Apochromat"
"Flat Field Apochromat" That Violated Rear Clearance -4444-444-



Performance Comparison’ for the Systems Optimized or Nearly Optimized

A fairly good comparison of the best systems the author designed 
at JPL and a fairly good feel for how well these systems could have 
been applied to the Mariner '69 telescope can be obtained by studying 

Figure 10. It shows, at O', 20', 40', and 60' off axis, the RMS radi
us of the spot size at the LASL-chosen image plane for the seven sys
tems that were brought to or nearly brought to optimization by the 
author. The six systems that fitted within the mechanical constraints 

for the Mariner '69 telescope (after the overall length requirement 

had been somewhat relaxed) are shown. The "Flat Field Apochromat." sys
tem that violated the rear clearance requirement is also shown.



CHAPTER 3

THE "EQUI-RADIT BAKER"

An "Equi-Radii Baker" in three types was proposed by Meinel.

In each case an aspheric plate with 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th order 
deformation terms was the window for the system; the rest of the 
telescope's elements, beside the filter and the vidicon face plate, 
were two mirrors of equal radii. The basic form of an "Equi-Radii 

Baker" telescope as applied to the Mariner 169 project is well shown 

in the illustration (Figure 11) of the optics of the high-resolution 
camera that actually flew to Mars. The three types of the "Equi-Radii 

Baker" to be tried were as follows: both mirrors having conics, the
primary only to have a conic (with the secondary spherical)> and the 
secondary alone to have a conic (with the primary spherical). Due to 

lack of time, the latter form was not investigated by means of EASE 
design work.

Earlier Analysis of Such Systems 

Consideration of previous studies by Baker (1940) and applica
tion of C. R. Burch's highly useful plate diagram (Burch, 1942) brought 

Linfoot (1955, pp. 229-247) to conclude an "Equi-Radii Baker" telescope

35
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Fig. 11. The Optics of the Mariner '69 
High-Resolution Camera (The "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker")

(Dimensions are in millimeters.)
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of fixed4 1st order design has four degrees of freedom which control 
four 3rd order aberrations--spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, 

and distortion. Because the mirrors had the same radii, 3rd order 

Petzval is zero, disregarding any small sphericity of the plate.

Plate Diagram Analysis of Systems Containing Aspherics
The material in this section and the next one is abstracted 

from pp. 229-247 and.257-258 of the book "Recent.Advances in Optics" 

(Linfoot, 1955).

When applying .Burch's plate diagram, it.is assumed that the 
object distance is at least 16N2f, where f is the efl and N is the 

system f/No. Furthermore, no refracting element's thickness is to ex- 
. ceed f, and no actual plate of the system can have an effective separa

tion from the entrance pupil5 greater than f, unless its thickness is 
less than f divided by its effective distance from the entrance pupil.

In Burch's plate diagram, any surface having a 2nd order de-̂  
formation coefficient (sphericity) has its sphericity represented by 

an artificial aspheric plate infinitesimally thick, the artificial 

plate having such values for a (its amount of 4th order aspheric 
strength) and for x (its location relative to the entrance pupil)

4. Throughout this section, "fixed 1st order design" means the 
radii of the mirrors and their separation are established. Therefore, 
the efl and back focus (and therefore the image clearance) are decided . 
except for the minor effects of a slight sphericity (2nd order deforma
tion term) on the aspheric plate. The 3rd order Petzval is decided to 
the degree of accuracy this aberration is usually measured, despite
the slight sphericity on the aspheric plate.

5. By effective distance from the entrance pupil, we shall 
always mean the separation considering effects of refraction. z



as to completely represent the sphericity's contributions to the 
system's 3rd order aberrations except.Petzval. To explain and justify 
this, assume for each surface having a sphericity the presence in the 
optical system of an infinitesimally thick "anastigmatizing." plate 

with no sphericity but such 4th order aspheric strength, -a, and such ° 
location, x, as to offset the four aforementioned Seidel contributions 

due to the sphericity of the surface of interest. This assumed plate 

does not offset the asphericity of the surface of interest, but only 
that surface's contributions by its sphericity to the Seidel sums 
other than Petzval. (Whether the assumed plate could be physically 
inserted into the system is not important; we are only assuming its 
presence for purposes of illustration.) Also, assume the existence 

of another infinitesimally thick plate coincident to the first one but 
with equal and opposite asphericity. It would have values a and x.
The newest plate in our discussion would produce exactly the contri

butions to the Seidel sums other than Petzval that are produced in 
reality by the surface of interest's sphericity. If we now delete 
from the system the surface of interest's sphericity and its "anastig
matizing" plate, we have then an assumed plate, which depicts what 

the surface, of interest's original sphericity contributes to all the 

Seidel sums except Petzval. •

Linfoot says (Linfoot, 1955, p. 229): "The physical difficulty

that light could not, for example, reach the.'missing' anastigmatizing 

plate of a convex reflecting surface is removed when we Gauss-image 

such a plate through the part of the system which precedes it [to ob

tain its image in object space]. (The Gauss image of a plate is here
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defined as follows: its position and lateral size are found by
Gaussian optics, while the retardation which it imparts to the wave- : 
fronts passing through it at each point is to be the same after 

transformation [to object space] as before.) This procedure replaces 
the plate by one, situated in 'object space', which has the same effect 
on the Seidel errors of the system S. Figurings on the surfaces them
selves, if present, are imaged through in the same way into the object 

space."
Any surface whose paraxial curvature gives a power of l/16N2f■ 

or less, where N is the f/No., may have its sphericity ignored as far 
as all 3rd order aberrations are concerned. That is, such a surface 

can be treated just as those surfaces having zero sphericity. This is 

true because such a surface does not change these aberrations by any 
more than their normal computational accuracy.

In the plate diagram, we can represent each purely aspheric 

surface (each surface with no sphericity) by its amount of 4th order 

asphericity, a, and its effective location relative to the entrance 

pupil, x.
■ When we apply the latter a's and x's to the system and replace 

each surface having power greater than l/16N2f by the appropriate 

infinitesimally thick plates, we have in total a set of n aspheric 

plates completely describing the 3rd order properties of the system 
other than Petzval. Each plate may be represented by its amount of

4th order aspheric strength, cti, ag, a^. The effective distance
of the respective plates from the entrance pupil can be designated by 

Xl, x2, x :■
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The n- plates will completely describe the Seidel properties 

of the system. The Seidel coefficients for spherical aberration (D),6 
coma (P), and astigmatism (C) ar^ respectively:

(;= 1,2,.....n) ,

(j =.1,2,..... Tl) ,
(j = 1»2  n) .

The distortion coefficient (E) is given by

E =. + Jj- ( S a/xi3 - 4 .i' k.x.) ,

where k . is the contribution from.surface i to the Petzval curvature.7
i  • - ' . . . .  1 '

Here is the location of the anastigmatizing plate for surface i.
Plate Diagram Applied to "Schmidt-Cass.egrain" Systems. For a 

cassegrain system with an aspheric plate at the front and a fixed 1st 

order design, D, F, C, and E can be expressed as a function of four 

design variables. A, B, T, and a. Here, A=af13, B=gfi3, r=yf13, and a

is the separation of the stop and plate from the primary in units of fi.

A, B, and P are the figuring depths on the respective surfaces, ex
pressed in terms of the parabolic correction of the primary as unit.
The focal length of the primary is fp. For, respectively, the primary 

mirror's actual aspheric, the secondary mirror's actual aspheric, and

6. B is normally used for the spherical aberration coefficient, 
but D is used by the author to avoid confusion with the design variable 
B discussed below.

7. Note that i is only summed over the surfaces having a 
sphericity which produces a power whose absolute value is greater than . 
l/16N2f.

D — - -g- £ CLj

F = • + -J- Z ajXj

C = - Z otj Xj2 -
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the window's actual aspheric, a, g, and y are the a's covered earlier 
in the plate diagram discussion.

Plate Diagram Applied to "Equi-Radii Baker"

Let us now apply the plate diagram analysis to the "Equi-Radii 

Baker" telescope with its fixed 1st order design to determine 3rd order 

properties. Since the two mirrors have the same curvature, 3rd order 

Petzval is zero. There are three equations in the four unknowns, A, B,

F, and o, which are both necessary and adequate for D (the 3rd order, 
spherical aberration coefficient), F (the 3rd order coma coefficient), 

and.C (the astigmatism coefficient) to be identically zero. These 
three equations can be solved to get A, B, and F each as functions of 
only 0. The fractional distortion,8 A, for the "Equi-Radii Baker" 
telescope is a function of a. A, and B. It follows that if a is 

assigned a value, A(o), B(o), and F(0) can be computed immediately so ■ 

as to give zero values for 3rd order coma, astigmatism, and spherical 
aberration in the system;

Case of No 3rd Order Aberrations for an "Equi-Radii Baker" 

Telescope. If JPL had wished to have an "Equi-Radii Baker" with ho 

3rd order distortion, as well as.no other 3rd order aberrations, 

Linfoot's work indicates an equation of the form A(o)=0 could have been 

solved .for 0 by first plugging A(u) and B (0) into O=A(A,B,0). The 

values of A, B, and F needed for zero 3rd,, order spherical aberration, 

coma, and astigmatism could then have been determined from A (0) , B(o),

8. It happens that the fractional distortion is equal to -E. 
That is, Ar-E.



and r(0), respectively, using the value for a obtained from solving A(a)=0 

Since there was no distortion specification for Mariner '69, however, 
getting A equal to zero need no longer be discussed in this paper.

Case of No 3rd Order Aberrations But Distortion in an "Equi- 
.Radii Baker" System. Since JPL was not interested in controlling 
distortion, we now neglect the equation for A and consider only D, F, 

and C to observe what the plate diagram indicates about the "Equi- 
Radii Baker." To get D, F, and C identically equal to zero, three of 
the four unknowns (A, B, r, and a) must be non-zero. However, for the 

sake of ease in fabricating the Mariner '69 telescope, it was hoped 
that only one or two aspheric surfaces would be required. Therefore, 
it was desirable to eliminate one aspheric, r had to be non-zero.9 
Logically then, A or B would have to be set equal to zero, which would 

.mean, respectively, aspherizing the secondary or aspherizing the pri
mary. Setting A equal to zero (leaving the primary a sphere and put
ting a conic on the secondary) was not tried. Putting a conic on the 

primary, placing aspheric deformation coefficients through 8th order on 

the plate, and leaving, the secondary spherical led to an excellent

9. It was essential that some surface with high order defor
mation terms be present in the system to control high order spherical 
aberrations. (5th order through at least 9th), and it is necessary that
the controller of high order spherical aberration be at the stop., which
in this case is the plate. If the controller is located well away from 
the stop (such as at the primary or secondary), it causes several of 
the off-axis aberrations to become large. These aberrations normally , 
are almost negligible in an f/2.5, 20 in. (v500 mm) telescope of the 
field angle used in Mariner '69. Therefore,, since the plate had to be 
an aspheric with at least 6th and 8th order aspheric deformation coef
ficients, it was logical that the plate have one of the 4th order de
formation terms. Thus P was not to be zero.
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spot size for the telescope that flew to Mars. On the basis of that 
result and Linfoot's writing, it is to be assumed that treating the 
plate the same way, making the primary, a sphere, and. placing a conic 

on the secondary would have led to an adequate telescope for Mariner 
'69.

A Computer Indication of Too Few Degrees of Freedom in an
"Equi-Radii, Baker" System. The need to aspherize some element in addi

tion to the plate was born out during.the author's design work with 
LASL on the version of the "Equi-Radii :Baker" that was used on the 
Mars mission. Design work was carried out first on only the plate's 

sphericity; the plate's 4th, 6th, and 8th order aspheric deformation , 
coefficients; the location of the plate; and the back focus. Thus the 
mirrors were both spherical at. the early stages of design work. Spot 

sizes for the system when nearly.optimized under these circumstances 
(of. both mirrors being spherical), were RMS radii of 0.00050 in. (12,8 

pm) on axis and 0.00132 in. (33.0 pm) at full field, Wlien the program was 
allowed to find the most effective conic for the primary in addition to 

being allowed to optimize the aforementioned variables, the spot size 

dropped by a factor of just under five on axis and a factor of over 11 
at full field. . The spot size then became essentially uniform across 

the field. The spot size being much smaller when the primary was still 

a sphere was a natural result of the fact that the plate could handle 

the spherical aberration and balance axial color against spherochroma- 
tism, while a could not control coma and.astigmatism to a sufficient, 

degree.
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Case of an Additional Degree of Freedom in an "Equi-Radii

Baker" Telescope. Obviously, Linfoot1s work also predicts that use of 

A, B, T, and a provides more degrees of freedom than the minimum num
ber required to control 3rd order values of coma,- spherical aberration, r 
and astigmatism. That one more degree of freedom is present than is 

necessary, even considering higher order aberrations, was strongly in
dicated by the author's design work, when he allowed the plate's loca
tion; the conic on the primary; the conic on the secondary; the plate's 

4th, 6th, and 8th order deformation coefficients; the sphericity of

the plate; and the back focus to be variables in one case during design
■

work. (See section entitled "The 'Long' Two Conic System.") Although . 

the two conic telescope had not reached complete optimum, it was so 
strikingly similar to the "long" one conic type that obviously Tittle 
could be gained by making both mirrors conics. It seems fairly safe to 

say empirically that the one conic system has exactly the right number 
of degrees of freedom for a telescope of this f/No. and field angle, 
when there is no distortion requirement.

Application of the Plate Diagram to the "Short" "Equi-Radii 
Baker" System. A fixed value of a was tried in the case of the "short"

"Equi-Radii Baker." (See section entitled "The 'Short' One Conic 

System.") B was set equal to zero in keeping with the goal of avoiding 

three aspheric surfaces. Thus, only A and T were left as the variables 
for handling 3rd order.aberrations. As one might expects not nearly as 

good resolution as for the "long" "Equi-Radii Baker" systems resulted.
As in the all-spherical-mirrors "Equi-Radii Baker" systems, the
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sphericity, r, and higher.order terms on the plate took care of sphero- 

chromatism and spherical aberration, but in this case the coma and 
astigmatism could not be handled by the remaining one.degree.of freedom.

It is likely (on the basis of Linfoot's article and the authorTs 
experience at JPL) that the "short" "Equi-Radii Baker," in which a was 
fixed at a non-optimum value, could have been made to perform as well 

as the "long" nEqui-Radii Baker," if A and B had both been allowed to 
have optimum non-zero values.. A, B, and T were not combined as vari^ 

ables on the "short" telescope, however, to avoid having three aspheric 

surfaces.

What the Plate Diagram Leaves Out
While the plate diagram serves as a good indicator as to what 

basic design parameters are needed in many of the. possible systems 
which contain aspherics, it does not aid with the problem of the elimi

nation of the 5th and higher order aberrations.
Futhermore, the sphericity of the "Equi-Radii Baker" system's 

window should be considered. This sphericity was necessary to intro

duce enough paraxial axial color into the telescope to keep the sphero- 

chromatism from greatly degrading the resolution over the spectral 

region of interest.. While this sphericity did not effect any 3rd order 
aberrations in an amount greater than the accuracy standardly used in 

computing them,, it did effect the efl, back focus, and 5th and higher 

order aberrations. (The sphericity's effect on the efl was not suf
ficient to require a change in the radius of one of the mirrors, 
however, because the Mariner '69 efl tolerance wasn't that severe.
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An adjustment for the window's sphericity effecting the back focus was 
made by letting the separation of the filter and vidicon be varied.
This back focus variable also made adjustments for undercorrected 3rd 
order astigmatism and undercorrected spherical aberration.)

Such design processes as those described in the previous two par

agraphs, of course, cannot be covered by the plate diagram. Furthermore, 

since the LASL program designs by means of ray deviations, its goal is not 
necessarily that of correcting certain 3rd order aberrations to zero.

. The Designed "Long" One and Two Conic Systems - 
The "long" one conic "Equi-Radii Baker" telescope is the one that 

actually flew to Mars. See the bottom, of Figure 6 for that system's 

prescription. Figure 11 (p, 36) and the bottom telescope of Figure 6 
(p. 21) show the optics for the "long" one conic "Equi-Radii Baker."

There were two. types of the "long" "Equi-Radii Baker" system 
optimized on LASL: one having a conic on the primary only, and the

other having a conic on both the primary and secondary. The two conic 
telescope is identical in first order properties to the one conic tele
scope, except for having a few per cent shorter separation both between 

the window and primary and between the filter and vidicon.

Computer Indicated Performance for System with Conic on Primary Only

For the one.conic "long" "Equi-Radii Baker," which flew to Mars, 

the average RMS radius spot size over the entire spectral region is 

about 0.00010, 0.00010, 0.00008, and 0.00012 in. (2.5, 2.5, 2.0, and 

3.0pm) at O', 20', 40', and 60' off-axis, respectively.



Fig. 12. Spot Diagrams on Axis for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
The chief ray position (as unobscured)the 60% zone, the 80% 

zone, and the 100% zone are shown, respectively, by an upside down tri
angle, x's, +'s, and squares. Each row is a different plane with a given 
plane being 0.00200 in. (0.0508 mm) farther from' the front of the system 
into the vidicon face plate as one goes from the bottom of the figure to 
the top. The middle line of spot diagrams is the LASL-chosen plane. Each 
column is for a given wavelength, the value of the wavelength in micro
meters (pm) being printed immediately below the large circle. The large 
circle has a diameter, of 0.00100 in. (0.0254 mm). Below the large cir
cle is a circle whose, diameter is one arc second for'the - system.s/ The 
value of its diameter in inches is printed below the one arc second cir
cle. The lowest printed number is the diameter of the Airy disk for the 
system at that wavelength.
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Fig. 12. Spot Diagrams on Axis for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"



Fig. 13. Spot Diagrams 201 Off-Axis for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
The chief ray position (as unobscured), the 60% zone, the 80% 

zone, and the 100% zone are. shown, respectively, by an upside down tri
angle, x's, +'s, and squares. Each row is a different plane with a given 
plane being 0.00200 in. (0.0508 mm) farther from the front of the system 
into the fidicon face plate as one goes from the bottom of the figure to 
the top . The middle line of spot diagrams is the LASL-chosen plane . For 
a given row, the close-proximity of the other three triangles to a hor
izontal line drawn through any one of them illustrates the minute amount 
of lateral color. Each column is for a given wavelength, the value of 
the wavelength in micrometers (pm) being printed immediately below the 
large circle. The large circle has a diameter of 0.00100 in. (0.0254 mm) . 
Below the large circle is a circle whose diameter is one arc second for 
the system.. The value of its diameter in inches is printed below the 
one arc second circle. The lowest printed number is the diameter of the 
Airy disk for the system at that wavelength. •
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Fig. 13. Spot Diagrams 20' Off-Axis for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"



Fig. 14. Spot Diagrams 40' Off-Axis for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
The chief ray"position (as unobscured), the 60% zone, the 80% 

zone, and the 100% zone are shown, respectively, by an upside down tri- . 
angle, x's, +'s, and squares. Each row is a different plane with a given 
plane being 0.00200 in. (0.0508 mm) farther from the front of the system 
into the vidicon face plate as one goes from the bottom of the figure to 
the top. The middle line of spot diagrams is the LASL-chosen plane. For 
a given row,, the close proximity of the other three triangles to a hor
izontal line drawn through.any one of them illustrates the minute amount 
of lateral color. Each column is for a given wavelength, the value of 
the wavelength in micrometers (qm) being printed immediately below the 
large circle. The large circle has a diameter of 0.00100 in. (0.0254 mm) . . 
Below the large circle is .a circle whose diameter is one arc second for 
the system. The value of its diameter in inches is printed below the 
one arc second circle. The lowest printed number is the diameter of the 
Airy disk for the system at that wavelength.
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Fig. 14. Spot Diagrams 40’ Off-Axis for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"



Fig. 15. Spot Diagrams 601 Off-Axis for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
The chief ray position (as unobscured), the 60% zone, the 80% 

zone, and the 100% zone are shown, respectively, by an upside down tri
angle, x's, +'s, and squares. Each row is a different plane with a given 
plane being 0.00200 in. (0.0508 mm) farther from the front of the system 
into the vidicon face plate as one goes from the bottom of the figure to 
the top. The middle line of spot diagrams is the LASL-chosen plane. For 
a given row, the close proximity of the other three triangles to a hor
izontal line drawn through any one of them illustrates the minute amount 
of lateral color. Each column is for a given wavelength, the value of 
the wavelength in micrometers (pm) being printed immediately below the 
large circle. The large circle has a diameter of 0.00100 in. (0.0254 mm) . 
Below the large circle is a circle whose diameter is, one arc second for 
the system. The value of its diameter in, inches is printed below the 
one arc second circle. The lowest printed number is the diameter of the 
Airy disk for the system at that wavelength.
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Probably a 15% drop in spot: size could have been obtained by 

allowing the computer to go through another long run. However, the 
improvement of this system with its large overall length (24.587 in. 

or 624.50 mm) was discontinued; this system had resolution that was 
more than adequate, and time was pressing on other systems that needed 
to be finished for comparison as to length, weight, and ease of fab
rication, as well as resolution. The T/No. for the one conic "long"; 
"Equi-Radii Baker" is 3.84 for the on-axis image (Adams, 1966).

Figures 12-15 show spot diagrams10 for all four design wave

lengths --each wavelength being in a separate. column--at five image 
planes.. Each row of spot diagrams is an image plane, 0.00200 in. (0.0508 
mm) farther from the optical system as one goes from the bottom to the 

top in each figure. The middle line of spot diagrams in each figure is. 
exactly the LASL-chosen design plane.. The separation of the planes is 
measured as if fused quartz were being added to the vidicon face plate 
at the rate of 0.00200 in. (0.0508 mm). The spots are from annular rings 

in the. entrance pupil at the 60.0%, 80.0%, and 100.0% zones,  ̂In the 
various image planes shown, the zones can be indentified by the fact 
that the three above listed zones, respectively, are shown by x's, +'s, 

and squares. An upside down triangle shows for reference where the 

chief ray would be, if it were not obscured by the backside of the sec

ondary mirror as it entered the system. For a given row, the close 
. ' - - . 

proximity of the other three triangles.to a horizontal line drawn

10. The form of the spot diagrams used in Figures 12-15 was 
engendered by Daniel H. Schulte, when he was With the Kitt Peak Nation
al Observatory.
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system at the particular wavelength is shown by a broken line.)
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Fig. 18. Diffraction MTFs 42' Off-Axis
at .7065 v>m for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
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Fig. 19. Diffraction MTFs 59' Off-Axis
at .7065 pm for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
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Fig. 20. Diffraction MTFs 42* Off-Axis
at .5893 pm for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
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Fig. 21. Diffraction MTFs 59' Off-Axis
at .5893 ym for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
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Fig. 22. Diffraction MTFs 42' Off-Axis
at .5461 urn for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
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Fig. 23. Diffraction MTFs 591 Off-Axis
at .5461 ym for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
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Fig. 24. Diffraction MTFs 42' Off-Axis
at .4861 ym for the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
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through any one of them illustrates the. minute amount of lateral color/ 

Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15, respectively, are for O', 20', 40', and 60' 
off-axis.

Diffraction MTFs appear in Figures 16-25. Figures 16 and 17 --
are on axis diffraction MTFs for .7065, .5893, .5461, and .4861 urn. The 
dotted lines show the responses for a diffraction limited axial beam for 
the respective wavelengths.

Figures 18 and 19 show the diffraction MTFs at .7065 am for 

both the sagittal and tangential directions at, respectively, 42' and 

59' off-axis. Figures 20 and 21, 22 and 23, and 24 and 25 do the same 

thing at, respectively, .5893 pm, .5461 ym, and .4861 pm.

Analysis of Axial Aberrations. At .5893 pm, the 3rd, 5th, and 
7th order spherical aberration values, measured transversely in the 

image plane, are, respectively, -0.001408, +0.001245, and -0.000192 in. 

(-35.76, +31.62, and -4.88 pm). This results in an image error for the 

rays from the 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.65, and 0.5 zones of, respectively, 

-0.000355, -0.000383, -0.000353, -0.000252, and -0.000138 in. (-9.01, 
-9.72, -8.96, -6.40, and -3.50 pm). This residual of undercorrected 
spherical aberration left by the 3rd, 5th, and 7th order terms is pretty 

well balanced, mainly by an appropriate inward focal shift. The value 

of the focal shift (0.002432 in. or 61.04 pm) indicates small or well 

balanced values for the 9th and 11th order spherical aberration terms.

In like manner to the "Concentric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field 

Flattener," spherochromatism is present, but balanced with enough par- . 

axial axial color so as to get quite small spot sizes for all wave- 

lengths at a common plane.
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Off-Axis Performance. Except for the outer 4p of the field, the 

images off-axis are very nearly circular. The astigmatic shaped spot 
is quite small as one goes on out from ■§■ of full field to full field. 
LASL obtained the off-axis imagery by properly balancing focal shift,
3rd order astigmatism, and oblique spherical aberration. The values 
of the lateral color, 3rd order coma, 5th order coma, 5th order cubic 

coma (elliptical coma), 3rd order Petzval, 5th order Petzval, and 5th 
order astigmatism are so small as to be insignificant. Lateral color 

(measured by the separation of the centroids) at full field is only 

-0.000004 in. (-0.10 ym) between .4861 ym and .7065 ym,- which is the 
worst case.' The actual distortion at all points of the field is less 

than 0.02%.

The "Long" Two Conic System
At the' time that the primary's conic was made a variable on the 

"long" one conic "Equi-Radii Baker," design runs were also started on 
an "Equi-Radii Baker" with the primary and the secondary both having 

their conics as variables. Design work on this system was soon aban

doned, however, since the one conic type was more than adequate to meet 
the Mariner '69 requirements, and the two conic type is far more diffi

cult to fabricate in the optical shop. Not only are there three 
aspherics in the system for the two cdnic type, but both mirrors' con

ics are difficult-to-fabricate oblate spheroids.
Computer Indicated Performance of the "Long" Two Conic Sys

tem. Optimum for the telescope with two oblate spheroid mirrors had 

not been quite reached when design work ceased, but image quality was



already about equal to that of the one conic type. The average RMS 

spot size over the entire spectral region is about 0.00011, 0.00011, 
0.00010, and 0.00014 in. (2.8, 2.8, 2.5, and 3.6 pm) at O', 20', 40', 
and 60' off-axis, respectively,. Measured transversely at .5893 pm, 
the 3rd, 5th, and 7th order contributions to the spherical aberration 

are, respectively, -0.001962, +0.001778, and -0.000167 in. (-50.23,
+ 45.16, and -4.25 pm). This results in an image error for the rays 

from the 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.65, and 0.5 zones of, respectively,

-0.000351, -0.000460, -0.000458, -0.000340, and -0.000191 in.. (-8.91, 

-11.70, -11.65, -8.64, and -4.85 pm).. These numbers have absolute val
ues larger than.the RMS radius of the image, which the LASL program 
lists at 0.000087 in. (2.21 pm). We conclude that balancing was intro
duced by the program to compensate for the residual of spherical 
aberration left in the image plane by the 3rd, 5th, and 7th order com- . 
ponents of spherical aberration. The LASL-chosen focal shift (0.003101 

in. or 78.77 pm inward) used to handle undercorrected astigmatism and 

spherical aberration is much too far inward to obtain the RMS radius of 
0.000087 in. (2.21 pm) for the spot size. Therefore, 9th and perhaps 
11th order spherical aberrations are present and balanced appropriately 

with the lower order terms.

Again in this system, spherochromatism is present, but balanced 

with axial color enough to get quite small spot sizes for all wave

lengths at a common plane.

As in the one conic system, the images off-axis are very nearly 
circular, except for the outer of the field. The astigmatic shaped 
spot, however, is quite, small as one goes on out from of full field.
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LASL obtained the off-axis imagery by properly balancing focal shift, 3rd 
order astigmatism, and oblique spherical aberration. The values of the 
lateral color, 3rd order coma, 5th order coma, 5th order cubic coma (el
liptical coma), 3rd order Petzval, 5th order Petzval, and 5th order 
astigmatism are so small as to be insignificant. Lateral color (meas
ured by the separation of the centroids) at full field amounts to only 

-0.000003 in. (-0.08 pm) between .4861 pm and .7065 pm, which is the 

worst case. The actual distortion at all points of the field is less 
than 0.02%.

Differences from the One Conic. System in the Prescription for 

the Two Conic System. The following.values, different from those in the 
"long" one conic system, are present in the two conic system:(listed here 

as Table II):

Table II. Unique Values in the Prescription for the Two Conic System
' in, . ' .mm  ;__

radius of curvature of the plate +616.22711. +15652,169
deformation term a for the plate _ -3.3537273 x 10_4 -2."0465700 x lO"8
deformation term b for the plate -1.0521591 x 10 6 -9.9520565 x 10 ^
deformation term c for the plate +4.3636959 x 10 10 + 6 .3976203 x 10 20
window to primary distance +19,685035 +499.99989
filter to vidicon distance +0.283539 . ' +7.20189

e for the primary +0.423148801
e for the secondary , +0.771422561

Comparison of the "Long" One and Two Conic Systems.
The two conic system is practically no different from the "long" 

one conic system in its surface-by-surface contributions to the aberra
tions .
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Although the camera with two oblate spheroid mirrors has the 

major disadvantage of being quite a bit more difficult to fabricate, 

it does have the advantage of being 1.461 in. (37.11 mm) shorter mainly 
due to the position the program chose for the aspheric plate. The . '

oblate spheroid primary for the one conic system is reasonably easy to
1 : -. '

test during fabrication, if one uses a two element test lens (See sec

tion entitled "Fabrication of the 'Long1 'Equi-Radii Baker.'")

The "Short" One Conic System 
After due consideration, the "long" "Equi-Radii Baker" was cho

sen (from among the several telescopes mentioned in this thesis) to 

have a prototype built to test it as to qualifications for use in the 
Mariner '69 spacecrafts. Before the decision to fabricate a "long"

"Equi-Radii Baker," however, a decision was made to try to reduce the
, ■ -

overall length of the "long" one conic system to 20,0 in. (508 mm). 

Twenty inches had been the original specification and was to be main

tained if possible. JPL's specifications had required a 20.0 in.
(508 mm) efl, so that in order to keep the design's basic property of 

equal radii and maintain the proper distance between the back of the 

primary and the vidicon face plate, the only recourse was to move the 
window so close to the primary mirror as to produce an overall length" ' 
for the system of 20.0 in. (508 mm). The back surface, of the plate 

was moved from 21.119 in. (536.42 mm) in front of the primary mirror 

to a location 16.532 in. (419.91 mm) from the primary mirror.. This 

location is nearly 5.0 in. (v!25 mm) less than the optimum position.
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Quick Computer Optimization of the "Short" One Conic System
Only one short design run on the LASL program was needed to op

timize the shortened telescope. That run started from the optimized 
"long" system's design, except for the 21.119 in. (536.42 mm) being re
placed by 16.532 in. (419.91 mm) for the separation of the plate from 
the primary. Moving the aspheric plate in this manner resulted in the 
spot size increasing by a factor of about 1.5 on axis, except at .7065 

pm which remained the same. The increase at full field was about 14 

times for the middle design wavelengths and about 10 times for the 

others. Instead of doing as the other runs at JPL had done where an 

aspheric plate was among the variables--improving from 0.1% to 5.0% 

per iteration and showing only a slight asymptotic decrease in the 

average values of the improvements--, the program made improvements in 
the merit function of 72.9%, 18.4%, 4.2%, and 0.6% the first four 
iterations. During the rest of the run, no significant improvement in 

the merit function occurred. The LASL program thus adopted immediately 
to the new location for the aspheric plate. However, the resultant de

sign still did not satisfy the performance specifications.

Computer Indicated Performance of the "Short" One Conic System
Much as in ordinary Schmidt cameras, the aspheric plate should 

be near the center of curvature of the primary mirror. The fact that 
it was not there for the "short" one conic "Equi-Radii Baker" system led 
to a significantly poorer performance relative to the "long" "Equi- 

Radii Baker" systems. The average RMS radius spot size over the entire
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spectral region for the "short" system is about 0,00020, 0.00017, 
0.00015, and 0.00024 in. (5.1, 4.3, 3.8, and 6.1 ym) O', 20'. 40', and 

60' off axis, respectively.
Analysis of Axial Aberrations. The 3rd, 5th, and 7th order 

spherical aberration terms have values, respectively, of -0.000456, 
+0.000486, and -0.000281 in. (-11.58, +12.34, and -7.14 yin) measured 
transversely in the image plane. This results in an image error for 
the rays from the 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.65, and 0.5 zones of, respectively, 
-0.000251, -0.000179, -0.000134, -0.000083, and -0.000044 in. (-6.37, 

-4.55, -3.40, -2.11, and -1.12 ym). The inward focal shift (0.002017 
in. or 51.23 ym) makes little or no improvement in the RMS spot size.
The focal shift indicates small or well balanced values for the 9th and 

11th order spherical aberration terms.
Again in this system, we find spherechromatism. LASL, by put

ting a slight curvature on the window, introduced enough paraxial axial 

color to adequately offset the spherochromatism.

Off-Axis Performance. Too much 3rd order astigmatism exists for 

there to be circular imagery beyond about of full field. The 3rd or
der astigmatism is the source of poor performance off-axis and promoted 
an inward focal shift that was too large to balance to any degree the 

undercorrected spherical aberration. LASL obtained the off-axis im
agery by balancing (under the circumstances of one too few degrees of 
freedom) focal shift, 3rd order coma, and. 3rd order astigmatism. The 

values of lateral color, 5th order coma, 5th order cubic coma (ellip

tical, coma) , 3rd order Petzval, 5th order Petzval, 5th order astigma

tism, and oblique spherical aberration are too small to be
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consequential. The lateral color (measured by the separation of the 
centroids) for the "short" system is -0.000004 in. (0.10 qm) . The 
actual distortion is less than 0.01% at all points of the field.

Comparison of the "Long" and "Short" One Conic Systems

The key to the differences in the aberrations of the "long" and 
the "short" systems is that the stop in the "short" system (which is 

coincident with the aspheric surface of the window) is not at all near 

the center of curvature of the primary. Whereas the radii of the pri
maries for both systems are 21.672000 in. (550.46880 mm) , the inside 

surface of the window (the non-aspheric surface of the window) is 
21.118980 in. (536.42209 mm) from the primary for the "long" system, 
but only 16.532000 in.(419.91280. mm)for the "short" system. This 

means that the distance from the aspheric surface' to the primary is 

effectively 21.376101 in. (542.95297 mm) in the "long" system, and 

16.789121 in. (426.44367 mm) in the "short" system. The latter dis
tance being so small caused the. angle of incidence of the chief ray on

the primary of the "short" system to be rather steep, making the off-
axis performance in adequate for Mariner '69.

The effect of a, surface's sphericity is that 3rd order astig

matism increases as the square of i and 3rd order coma is proportional 

to 1 , where i is the angle of incidence of the paraxial chief ray at

surface \. Let i and i be, respectively, the values of i at the

primary and secondary. In the "long" telescope, i is larger than 
in the "short" system (0.00436 rad against -0.00134 rad at full field). 
However, the large i^ in the "long" telescope does no harm, since the



"long" system’s overcorrected 3rd order coma that is caused by the 

ondary can be balanced by the proper conic on the primary, and since 

that conic, while greatly overbalancing the secondary's overcorrected 
3rd order, astigmatism, does not introduce substantial enough under
corrected astigmatism to make the spot size too large for Mariner '69.
The value of i in the "short" system, however, is so much larger than 

Pi in the "long" system (0.00393 rad against 0.00024 rad at full field) 
p
that the primary^s sphericity adds a huge amount of undercorrected 
3rd order coma to the undercorrected 3rd order coma introduced by the 

secondary. Therefore, a larger conic had to be added to the "short" 
system's primary in order to introduce an appropriate amount of over- 
corrected 3rd order coma. This larger conic causes the primary to in
troduce a substantial amount of undercorrected 3rd order astigmatism, 

overriding the quite Small overcorfected 3rd order astigmatism pro
duced by the secondary. Enough 3rd. order astigmatism in the tangential 

direction resulted to disqualify the "short" system from being used in 

the Mariner '69 spacecrafts.
In the "long" system, the LASL-chosen inward focal shift, 

used to almost balance the undercorrected astigmatism also works well 

toward balancing the undercorrected spherical aberration. In the 

"short" system, the focal shift is too large for the amount of under

corrected spherical aberration, making the average axial spot size over 

the spectral region more than double what it would be for the focal, 

shift that would best balance the undercorrected spherical aberration. 

The "short" system's inward shift, while being too large for the amount
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of undercorrected spherical aberration present, is much too small for 
the amount of undercorrected 3rd order astigmatism.

Fabrication and Performance of the "Long" "Equi—Radii Baker" Telescope

Fabrication of the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
Testing Procedure During Fabrication of the Telescope. The 

"long" "Equi-Radii Baker" system's optical elements when fabricated 

weighed about 17 lb (7.7 kg).

Two optics shops attempted to fabricate the optical elements.
The successful optics shop used a two element test lens for testing the 
primary and completed elements for a prototype of the telescope in less 

than five months (Adams, 1967).
The test lens was designed by the author using the LASL program, 

starting from two flat slabs of Schott F2.glass placed between the pri

mary mirror and its focal point. The test arrangement used a collima

tor, and testing was done in the same manner -as for a parabolic mirror . 
The focal point used was that of the combined oblate spheroid-test 

lens system. All four surfaces of the test lens were concave to the 

image plane.
Proper sphericity on the window was necessary to balance the 

spherochromatism by means of axial color. The window was first ground 
to a proper base sphere. The window then could be tested in the other

wise completed system during the window's polishing and. figuring to 
achieve a null test. In this way, if the primary's conic deviated from 

the design prescription, the window was readily adjusted to rebalance 

the spherical aberration.
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Details on the Optical Elements. The necessary quartz blanks 

were procured from Corning Glass Works (mirrors) and General Electric 
Co. (window). The elements were delivered by the optics, shop to JPL 

unmounted. The elements fabricated in the optical shop consisted of: 
a 9.0 in. (240 mm) diameter oblate spheroid (0.00055 in. or 14 pm de
parture from a sphere) primary mirror figured to A/10; a 4.6 in.
(120 mm) diameter spherical secondary mirror figured to A/10; and an 

8.7 in (220. mm) diameter aspheric plate with a 0.00425 in. (108 pm) de
parture from a flat, figured so as to yield a system, resolution of 250 
Jlp/mm over a 1.8° field using a low contrast target. The system as a 
whole had.a 19.87 in. (504.7 mm) efl and an8.0 in. (190 mm) clear aper

ture with a 4.6 in. (120 mm) obscuration (Ransom, 1969)

Laboratory Tests on the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker" Prototype
All analyses mentioned in the following discussion are for the

prototype completed in mid-August 1967. These analyses were made at
- . ' ■ . - '•

the best focus for the. position in the field being tested and were based 

entirely on low contrast Air Force resolution targets with a 2:1 con
trast. The 2:1 contrast resolution target was placed in the focal plane

of a collimator. The "long" "Equi-Radii Baker" telescope was posi
tioned in front of the collimator so that the. target's image was cen
tered in the image field of the telescope. The image was then visually 1
examined by means of a high-power microscope, the limiting resolution 

of the telescope was defined as the finest group of resolution bars 

(highest spatial frequency) that was resolved visually.
. A "breadboard" set-up of the mid-August "long" "Equi-Radii 

Baker" prototype indicated about 400 Jlp/mm visually on axis. When the
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camera was in its housing and was not yet fastened down tightly, a vis
ual resolution Of 260 &p/mm occurred on axis and 180 Ap/mm in the ex

treme corners of the field. When fastened down for the vibration tests, 
the primary warped, and the visual resolution of the telescope went 
down to 200 £p/mm on axis and a range of from 140 to 160 £p/mm in the 

various corners of the field. This set of values for the visual resolu
tion remained steadfast throughout the Flight Acceptance vibration tests 
even though the primary was not realigned.

Among the other tests were a thermal test, during which the back 
focus was required to not change by more than ±0.002 in. or ±0.05 mm, 

and a lOOg shock test in which the focal plane was required to not move 
at all. During a focal shift of ±0.002 in. or ±0.05 mm, the prototype 
maintained 80 £p/mm visual resolution throughout the field (Adams, 1967).

Importance of Centering the Window Properly

JPL found that centering the aspheric plate (window) was.the 

most critical thing in aligning the optical elements of the flight high- 
resolution system, as well as the prototype. The amount of the plate's 

tilt was not critical, but comatic images became noticeable when the 
window was decentered by 0.001 in. (0.025 mm). Decentering of 0.005 in. 
(0.13 mm) caused an actual degradation in the number of lines resolved 
visually. JPL was able to successfully align the window to 0.001 in. 

(0.025 mm) before flight (Adams, 1969).

The Three Flight Optical Systems
Three of the "long" "Equi-Radii Baker" telescopes were built in 

addition to the prototype. Two were built to travel to Mars. The other
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was a spare. The two best of the three newer cameras performed in the 
laboratory as well on axis as did the prototype and were sent to Mars.

Of these two, one also maintained performance approximately equivalent 
to the prototype off-axis [apparently the Camera B for Mariner VII], and 
one deteriorated somewhat in off-axis performance in comparison to the 

prototype (Adams, 1968).

Performance in Space of the "Long" "Equi-Radii Baker"
Two of the 93 "far encounter" pictures taken from Mariner VII 

are shown in Figures 28 and 29. Two of the 33."near encounter" pictures 
from Mariner VII are seen in Figures 30 and 31i A total of 74 pictures 
wore taken from Mariner VI (Leighton, 1969b). Figures 28, 29, and 31 
were taken with Camera B (the "long" "Equi-Radii Baker"), which had an 

angular field of 1°51 x 1°24'. The black reference dots on the Camera By- 

pictures are somewhat under 15' apart. Camera B performed beautifully 
in both Mariner VI and VII (Adams, 1969). .

The nearest approach to the planet by the spacecrafts was close 
to 3500 km. The value of 300 m (0.3 km) for the best pictures taken by 

Camera B was applied by Leighton to those pictures taken at nearest ap

proach plus a few pictures taken close to 5000 km from Mars, including 

the picture seen in Figure 31. The Figure 31 picture was taken 4998 km 

from Mars (Leighton, 1969a and 1969b). Therefore, a resolution for 

Figure 31 of 0.3 km indicates a resolution of 0.0034° for Camera B's 
best performance. The computer indicated value for the resolution of 

the "long" "Equi-Radii Baker" telescope was 0.0007°; however, the limit

ing resolution of the vidicon was about 0.0029°. Therefore, the per

formance in space was about as to be expected.



Fig. 26. Mariner 7, Far Encounter #82 (Camera B)
This p±ccure taken about 292,000 km from tne planet> shows al

most the entire sunlit disk of Mars. The central meridian of the pic
ture is 142.2° East Longitude (217.8° Ephemeris Longitude), and North 
is at the left side of the page if the page is tipped 12° clockwise. 
Sunrise is occurring at the terminator seen toward the bottom of the 
page. The large quasi-circular bright region just north of the center 
of the disk is Elysium. Cerberus, just below Elysium is a well defined 
dark region. Below Cerberus is the northern boundary of Mare Cimmerium. 
This boundary is not so sharply defined, its.blotchy structure suggest
ing heavy cratering. The usual array of black reference dots appears
on the picture. (This picture is courtesy of the Jet Propulsion Labor
atory.)
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Fig. 26. Mariner 7, Far Encounter #82 (Camera B)



Fig. 27. Mariner 7, Far"Encounter #93 (Camera B)

This, picture was taken about 131,450 km from Mars. Syrtis Ma
jor, the so-called "Great Bog," is the dark region seen at the top of 
the .page. The crater that appears just to the right and below the cen
ter of the page has a diameter of 390 km. Some electronic noise and 
the grid of black reference dots are yet to be removed from this pic
ture by computer processing. The central meridian is 50.9° East Lon
gitude (309.1° Ephemeris Longitude), and North is again at the left side 
of the page if it is tipped 12° clockwise. (This picture is courtesy 
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.)
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Fig. 27. Mariner 7, Far Encounter #93 (Camera B)



Fig. 28. Mariner 7, Near Encounter #19 (Camera A)

This picture, taken 5040 km from Mars with the wide-angle cam-' 
era (using a green filter), shows much of the Martian South polar cap, 
including the South Pole, itself. It covers an area of 1350 x 1850 km 
(North-South by East-West) and is at about 79° South Latitude and 71° 
East Longitude (289° Ephemeris Longitude). Besides the vast number of 
craters seen in many forms, linear and blotchy features not obviously 
related to cratering.appear. Toward the top of the page, the terminator 
is seen at sunrise. In the lower middle of the picture, a pair of large 
craters which resemble a footprint appear. (These two craters are shown 
in detail in Figure 31, which is a picture taken with the high-resolu- 
tion camera [Camera B].) The grid of black reference dots will be used 
for making precise measurements on the picture after further computer 
processing. (This picture is courtesy of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.)
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Fig. 28. Mariner 7, Near Encounter #19 (Camera A)



Fig. 29. Mariner 7, Near Encounter. #20 (Camera B)

An area approximately 130 x 170 km (North-South by East-West)
is seen in this picture. The area is at about 76° South Latitude and 
94° East Longitude (266° Ephemeris Longitude). The two large craters' 
on this page are called the "Giant's Footprint." They are foreshort
ened by oblique viewing of Mars' South polar cap. The sun is shining
in from the lower left of the picture.and is 8° above the local hori
zon. This picture was taken at a distance of 4998 km from the planet. 
(This picture is courtesy of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.)
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Fig. 29. Mariner 7, Near Encounter #20 (Camera B)
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No evidence of haze or veiling, glare seen in the Mariner IV 
pictures occurred in the Mariner VI pictures, indicating that the previ

ous conclusion of there being,an atmosphere extending up to an altitude 

of 150 km was probably unfounded (Leighton, 1969a).
The principal results of the initial study of the pictures from 

Mariner VII are confirmation of the first reported results of Mariner 

VI; f’additional physiographic interpretations of classically observed 

features”; many large topographical forms of the South polar cap "are 
entirely coated with ’ snow’ ”; ’’the edge of the cap is apparently defined, 

by local topographic configurations^ but: ’snow’-free areas are apparent 
within the polar regions”; and the Hellas region appears devoid of cra
ters, thus implying ’’much more surface processes here than evidenced 

before” (Leighton, 1969b).



CHAPTER 4

SUMMARY

Various types of designs were studied by the author at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in 1966 for the optics (hereafter referred 

to as the Mariner '69 telescope) of the high-resolution television cam
era for the Mariner '69 and 171 missions to Mars. The Mariner '69 
telescope had to perform over the spectral range .710-.485 ym, weigh 
less than 20 lb (9.1 kg), and have a rear clearance of 1.5 in. (38 mm). 
The 1.5 in. clearance usually was the distance from the back of the pri

mary to the vidicon face plate or the field flattener if a field flat- 

tener was present. The author's design goal for this 2° full field, 

f/2.5, T/<4.0, 20.0 in. (508 mm) effective focal length (efl) Cassegrain 

system was nearly 60% response at 120 &p/mm. This is approximately equiva

lent to a 1.7 x 10  ̂in. (4.2 ym) root mean square (RMS) radius of the 

Spot size. (The RMS radius of the spot in the design image plane is the 

design criterion for the LASL lens design program used during the au

thor's design work.)

Several types of designs, the most valuable ones having been 
suggested by Dr. A. B. Meinel of the Optical Sciences Center or proposed 
by Dr, J. G. Baker in a publication on possible Mariner-to-Mars tele

scope configurations (de Vaucouleurs and Baker, 1961) were looked into 

by the author. The result was quick disqualification of some without
80



recourse to the computer, others being eliminated after brief use of the 
computer for design or analysis, and the. remainder being brought to full 
or nearly full optimization. These better systems nearly always reached 
desired resolution and in two cases exceeded the criterion (the "Concen

tric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field Flattener" and the "Equi-Radii Baker") . 

The latter two systems had three degrees of freedom: the stop location,

an aspheric window with deformation coefficients through the 8th order, 

and a conic on the primary. In addition, a system was found with ex

cellent resolution and without aspherics, but this system lacked the 

proper rear clearance.
The resolution results from the work at JPL indicated that one 

aspheric refracting element with deformation coefficients through the 

8th order at the very front of the system would replace about four 
spherical elements between the secondary and focus. An optimum conic 
on the primary was at least as worth-while as using a spherical primary 
combined with a meniscus preceding. To get nearly 60% response for 120 

&p/mm resolution, the system required no more than a single aspheric 

plate at the entrance pupil and a proper conic on the primary, plus a 
field flattener if the mirrors did not have approximately equal radii.

Burch's plate diagram, as described by Linfoot (1955, pp. 229- 

247, 257-258) provides for an easy prediction as to the 3rd order prop
erties of Cassegrain systems containing aspherics. The plate diagram 

only goes through 4th order deformation coefficients of a surface. The 

plate diagram is quite useful to an optical designer for predicting both 

the stop location and the number of aspherics needed for an f/2.5, 2°
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full.field system, if the designer realizes the need to provide enough 
axial color to balance the spherochromatism and the need of a high order 

aspheric surface at the stop to control high order spherical aberration. 

As an example, it can be seen that in the "Equi-Radii Baker" system 

placing a conic on both mirrors is virtually equal to using a conic on 
the primary only. (This fact is also shown by the plate diagram.)

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) lens design program 
(both the Los Alamos IBM 7090 version and the JPL IBM 7090 version), . 
which was used to optimize the various systems, demonstrated well the 

ability of a "ray deviation" design program to do an excellent job of 
balancing spherochromatism against axial chromatic aberration, as well 

as creating small spot sizes.
The system chosen to "fly" as the mariner '69 high-resolution 

camera had the highest resolution, smallest weight, and'fewest elements. 

Study and optimization of this system, had been recommended by Meinel, 

who named it the "Equi-Radii Baker." (A similar system had been pro

posed by Baker several years earlier under the name "Special ADH.")
This system consisted of a high order aspheric plate at the front and 

two equal radii mirrors, with no other elements present, except those 

that had to be common to all the systems: the yellow (Schott GG14)

filter near focus and the vidicon face plate. The "Equi-Radii Baker" . 
system's RMS radius spot size was 1.0 x 10 4 in. (2.5 pm) averaged 
throughout the spectral region on axis and 1.2 x 10~4 in. (3.0 pm) 

averaged throughout the spectral region at full field, with no spot 

size at any wavelength (in the entire spectral region) at any field 
position exceeding 1.5 x 10 4 in. (3.8 pm) RMS radius. The "Equi-Radii



Baker" telescope's calculated diffraction MTF indicated that the system 

was nearly diffraction limited throughout the spectral region of in

terest.
Spherochromatism and oblique spherical aberration tend to be 

the . limiting factors in the resolution of ordinary one mirror "Schmidt" 
cameras. Spherochromatism tended to be the limiting factor in both the 

"Concentric Schmidt-Cassegrain with Field Flattener" and the "Equi-
i - . -

Radii Baker," but oblique spherical aberration was not h limiting fac

tor: in them.
If care is taken, such systems as the "Concentric Schmidt- 

Cassegrain with Field Flattener" and the "Equi-Radii Baker" can be fab
ricated to produce the results predicted by .the LASL program. During 

the "finishing" work on the primary of these systems in the optical 
shop, the mild asphericity of the primary can be tested easily at prime 

focus with a two or three element testing lens.
Shortening the "Equi-Radii Baker" that had a conic on the pri

mary to get its overall length down to 20.0 in. (508 mm) led to too 

large a spot size. The plate diagram's predictions are empirically 

justified here, too by the fact that poorer resolution resulted with the 

removal of the degree of freedom that the stop could go to an optimum 
location.

The LASL program went in an asymptotic manner directly to the 

solution in only four iterations, when designing.was done on the "short" 

one conic "Equi-Radii Baker," starting from the "long" one conic "Equi- 
Radii Baker" with the window nearly 4.587 in. (116.51 mm) closer to the 
primary. This behavior was contrary to the LASL program's performance
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in the other systems. For those systems, the program improved the sys
tem from 0.1% to 5.0% per iteration with there being only a slightly 
asymptotic decrease in the average values of the improvements.

When fabricated, the "long" "Equi-Radii Baker" weighed 17 lb 
(7.7 kg). During some of the early "breadboard" set-ups with the pro

totype's optics, it gave 300 to 400 £p/mm visually on axis for an Air 

Force low contrast (2:1) target. When the prototype was in its housing 
but not yet vigorously clamped down for tests, the telescope gave a 
visual resolution of over 160 Jlp/mm throughout the field and visual 
spectral region with, the aformentioned target. After the most grueling, 
tests, the telescope maintained a visual resolution of over 130 &p/mm 

throughout the field.
The cameras built to "fly" also performed well during testing. 

The pictures returned from Mars were excellent. ^



GLOSSARY

efl * effective focal length

Hz cycles/second
in; inch or inches

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
kg kilogram or kilograms
km kilometer or kilometers
A/10 one-tenth wave (0.05 ym)
LASL Lbs Alamos Scientific Laboratory of

the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory lens design program

lb pound or pounds .

mm millimeter or millimeters
tm micrometer or micrometers

MTF . modulation transfer function
OSC Optical Sciences Center

RMS root mean square
sec second or seconds
T/No. effective f/No.
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